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We know this year may look and feel a little different to what you’re used to, but we are still going to be doing 

some exciting learning together! 

  Autumn Term 2020 

Literacy Year 3 Year 4 

Library skills 
Fairy Tales 
Poetry 
Letters and diaries 
Grammar and punctuation  
Reading for pleasure and purpose 

Library skills 
Stories with historical settings 
Newspapers and magazines 
Poetry 
Grammar and punctuation 
Reading for pleasure and purpose 

Numeracy Year 3 Year 4 

Count from 0 in multiples of 2, 3,  4, 5, 8, 50 
and 100 
Compare, order, read & write numbers up to 
1000 
Recognise place value in three-digit numbers 
Find 10/100 more or less than a number 
Add and subtract numbers using column  
addition and subtraction 

 

Place value and rounding  
Numbers up to 1000+  
Adding and subtracting mentally up to 4-digit  
numbers 
Securing written calculation methods 
Roman numerals up to 100 
Solving multi-step problems 
Learning all times tables including division 

Science Sound & forces 

ICT Word processing skills, creating comic strips & learning about collaboration 

P.S.H.E Relationships and emotional wellbeing 

R.E. What is the Trinity? Why do some people think life is a journey? 

History The Romans, Anglo-Saxons & Vikings 

Geography Living sustainably 

Art Cezanne and still-life sketching 

D & T Viking Longboats  

Music Genres of Music, Rhythm, Percussion and Musical notation 

P.E. Dance & Tag Rugby 

French Greetings & awareness of the French language 

Please note... 

We request that children do not bring their own pencil cases and stationery into school. We always       

ensure that there are enough resources for all children, and additional pencil cases do not fit in their 

drawers. Thank you! 



Homework 

Each week your child will be asked to: 
 Read at home. 
 Learn spellings  
 Learn and practise speed and accuracy of times tables using TTrockstars 
 Complete a piece of more formal maths homework every other week.  

 

We are currently setting up a Learning Platform  ‘Seesaw’ which is already used incredibly successfully by Upper Key 

Stage 2. Over the coming weeks we will be introducing your children to ‘Seesaw’ and sending login details and infor-

mation on how to use the platform. Spellings and homework will then be sent via ’Seesaw’ as well as home learning 

work in the case of a child having to self-isolate at home or a Class Bubble having to be closed due to a confirmed 

case of Covid-19. 

This term, we ask that your child creates a Roman shield, accompanied by an explanation of either 

how it would have been used, or how they made it. To prevent the spread of infection, we ask that 

these remain at home and that they are shared either through photos or video demonstrations 

(which can be emailed to the 3/4 email address) 

We ask that the children’s homework diaries are returned to school daily in their book bags, and that these 
include records of their reading at home. 

  Please add comments in your child’s homework diary if you feel we need to be informed of anything.  

PE KITS 

Please continue to send your children to school wearing their PE kits on a Monday and Wednes-
day. As the weather gets cooler, please ensure that they have warm sweatshirts/ jumpers along 

with tracksuit bottoms and a t-shirt. We also ask that if your child has their ears pierced, they are 
either able to remove the jewellery independently, or bring tape with which to cover their earrings. 

Please also ensure that any inhalers your child might need are in school and up to date. 

Thank you. 

We believe in working together for the benefit of your children. It is very challenging to pass on messages 
of importance while maintaining the necessary social distance, and so if you have any queries or problems 

with any aspect of your child’s school life, then please get in contact with us using the email address:  

lowerks2@ashbyce.leics.sch.uk 
This email address will be checked regularly by members of the Team however not daily.  Therefore, if 
your message relates to that current day e.g. change of person collecting your child or is urgent, please 

ensure you phone the school office as normal. 


